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Abstract
We propose UTAKATA 1 , an ephemeral display device that
presents information by using ﬂoating clusters of bubbles.
In our previous study, we implemented an electrolysis bubble display using drinkable beverages. Although clear clusters of bubbles could be created in short times, they did not
disappear for a long time; consequently, the refresh time
period of the display was considerably long. To overcome
this deﬁciency, we present UTAKATA, a ticker-like bubble
display using a running-water channel. To establish this display, a linear array of seven electrodes is fabricated on the
bottom of a water channel. By activating the appropriate
electrodes among the seven ones, circular bubble clusters
are generated above the electrodes and then imposed to
ﬂoat downstream using a water ﬂow. This allows representing an N × 7 dot-matrix display to have a shorter refresh
time compared with our previous method, and expanding
the range of expressions of ephemeral user interfaces using
bubbles.

Author Keywords
Bubble display; electrolysis; water; ﬂow; ephemeral user
interface.

1

UTAKATA is an archaic Japanese word that means “foam.”
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CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI); Displays and imagers;

Introduction
In Hojoki (1212), Kamo no Chomei stated that
“The current of the ﬂowing river does not cease, and yet
the water is not the same water as before. The UTAKATA
(foam) that ﬂoats on stagnant pools, now vanishing, now
forming, never stays the same for long. So, too, it is with the
people and dwellings of the world.”
A ﬂowing river and bubbles ﬂoating within it have been used
for a long time as a metaphor of the impermanence of all
things. This is because the river water always changes, and
ﬂoating bubbles promptly disappear. From the perspective
of human-computer interaction (HCI), ephemeral user interfaces (EUIs) based on the concept of ephemerality of physical materials have been conceptualized and designed [3].
EUIs are intentionally designed to last for a limited period of
time. Due to this temporality, EUIs are invaluable and allow
avoiding overload of users. Furthermore, from the experiential and aesthetic perspectives, it has been noted that EUIs
can offer multi-sensual experiences and induce strong emotional responses [4]. In this context, researchers often used
transient materials, such as water [12] and soap bubbles [2,
16] as interfaces. On this basis, we propose an ephemeral
display device using ﬂoating clusters of bubbles on a water
surface.
In our previous work, we have implemented an electrolysis bubble display using 10 × 10 electrodes fabricated at
the bottom of a liquid vessel [7]. This device displays 10 ×
10 pixels of dot matrix patterns on the liquid surface without using a mechanical air compressor and valves that are
typically required in the previously proposed bubble dis-

Figure 1: Overview of UTAKATA: “CHI” is displayed.

plays. Although a clear ﬁne bubble cluster can be created
in less than three seconds, it requires tens of seconds to
disappear. Consequently, the refresh time of the display is
extremely slow. To overcome this deﬁciency, we focus on
a ticker-like design that facilitates ﬂoating bubble clusters
to move downstream and to provide room for subsequent
pixels of bubbles.
In this study, we present UTAKATA, a ticker-like bubble display using a running-water channel (see Figure 1). The
water channel is composed of a linear array of the seven
electrodes on the bottom of the upper stream part, which
generates up to seven circular clusters of ﬁne hydrogen
bubbles on the water surface using electrolysis. By activating the appropriate electrodes among the seven ones, an
N × 7 dot-matrix display having a short refresh time can be
implemented, as the bubble clusters ﬂoat downstream.
Moreover, in addition to improving the refresh time, the proposed device can be used as an ephemeral display to offer
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temporal and precious information via fragile and ﬂoating
bubble characters. We believe that the proposed method
can contribute to new experiences in the ﬁeld of EUIs. For
example, using the proposed method, it will be possible
to generate bubble characters on the natural brook surface continuously. Therefore, by introducing computer technologies into the constantly changing natural objects of the
real world, it would be possible to construct a large-scale
ephemeral interface utilizing nature.

Related Work
Research has been conducted regarding a display using
bubbles as pixels to present information. The information
percolator [5] is a scrolling display using rising bubbles in
the water. This system requires moving parts, such as air
compressors and electromagnetic valves, to supply air from
the outside and to control the bubbles. Therefore, it is difﬁcult to increase the number of pixels at a low cost. To avoid
the need in such expensive moving parts, we have proposed a method employing electrolysis to supply gases for
a display and have developed a cup-type device BubBowl
to generate 10 × 10 pixel dot matrix patterns on the surface of a beverage [7]. This device has been capable of
quickly generating a ﬁne foam but has required a long time
to eliminate the foam. In this study, we seek to improve the
deﬁciency of the slow refresh time by using running water to introduce a ticker-like display. Similar to BubBowl
and UTAKATA, there are several studies aimed to present
information using physical materials, by utilizing the energization of electrodes located in the aqueous solution. In
these studies, liquid metal drops were moved by controlling their surface tension of them by varying energization [9,
13, 17]. The voltage was applied to anodes and cathodes
placed in the aqueous solution of sodium hydroxide. Consequently, electrolysis occurred, and hydrogen and oxygen
gases were generated. The main purpose of these studies

was to implement a visual and tactile display by controlling
liquid metal drops and, therefore, the generated gases were
not used as pixels for presenting the information. In this
study, we realize an information display utilizing the gases
generated by electrolysis as pixels.
By using a water ﬂow, the bubbles become fragile, and the
information displayed becomes precious, inducing users
to focus on it. In this context, interfaces that last only for a
limited time period are referred to as ephemeral user interfaces (EUIs) [3]. There are several examples of using
transient materials to implement EUIs. For example, water and bubbles have often been used to develop EUIs.
Bit.Fall [12] is an example of an EUI implemented using
water. It is an art installation that displays words as a water
curtain in which words are visible only for ~1 s, while water
drops are falling to the ground. Another similar implementation, Bit.Flow [11], is a display that uses water drops moving
in a tube as pixels. Several tubes are arranged vertically,
and characters can be displayed by controlling the position
of colored water drops poured into each tube. In association with Bit.Flow, another technology, called Tuve, has
been proposed to establish a dynamical shape-changing
display using a single tube and wrapping around various
objects [6]. In these display systems, characters are gradually formed based on a mere collection of bits that ﬂow and
disappear. Therefore, the information displayed becomes
precious, and users monitor the display with natural attention, which is an effect we seek to achieve with regard to
the proposed method. Moreover, user interfaces make use
of the frailty of bubbles have been proposed. For example,
Bubble Cosmos is a soap bubble display in which an image is projected to the real soap bubbles with white smoke
entering inside them [10]. It provides the sound and image
output by employing user interactions, such as the bursting of soap bubbles. Then, mid-air displays that provide vi-
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sual and olfactory outputs by injecting scented white smoke
into soap bubbles have been proposed [8, 14]. Moreover,
a method using soap bubbles as fragile tangible handles
as input has been proposed [2, 16]. When the user makes
the soap bubbles move, the room lighting can be changed
according to the position of bubbles. Furthermore, an art
project representing the ephemeral and intangible aspects
of human communication by soap bubbles has been introduced [1]. As in the aforementioned examples, bubbles are
considered as the main material for representation which
is often used for EUls, as they easily burst and disappear,
thereby embodying transience. We combine the bubbles
with a water ﬂow, enabling the possibilities facilitating of
new experiences in the context of EUIs. It should be also
noted that there is an artwork that aimed to project words
onto a water ﬂow [15]. In this work, words projected on the
surface of the water are supposed to ﬂoat like leaves in a
stream. In this study, the researchers attempted to introduce computer technologies into a real garden in harmony
with stone, water, and plant materials. On this basis, we
consider that we can introduce computer technologies like
displaying digital information, into the constantly changing natural objects of the real world, such as a stream or a
brook.

UTAKATA
Figure 2 shows an overview of the UTAKATA. An acrylic water channel box is placed in a larger water saucer that contains liquid (instant coffee). This water channel box is made
thick acrylic plates of 5 mm width, and its outer dimensions
are approximately 35×21×6 cm. We placed this water
channel higher than the bottom of the water saucer using
2 cm legs. A water pump is placed in the water saucer to
move the liquid to the upstream part of the water channel.
At the downstream end of the channel box, we placed an
acrylic wall with slits that are used to control the amount of

Figure 2: UTAKATA without liquid: a water channel is
implemented in a larger water saucer. The pump is placed in the
saucer to supply liquid to the channel via a tube.

the liquid drained out of the channel. At the bottom of the
upstream of the channel box, seven electrode pins (cathodes) are embedded linearly to generate hydrogen gas
bubbles using electrolysis. The bubbles move upwards in
the liquid, forming round clusters (pixels) on the surface of
the liquid, and ﬂow downstream with the running water. By
activating the appropriate cathodes dynamically, a ticker-like
display with bubble clusters on the running water surface
can be realized.
To generate a water ﬂow, it is necessary to supply and drain
the liquid in and out of the channel box. To supply the liquid,
the end of the output tube from the water pump is placed
at the upstream end of the channel box. Between the end
of the tube and the main channel, we placed a sponge to
mitigate possible turbulence generated by using the pumpLBW255, Page 4
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Figure 3: Slits used to drain the
liquid.
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Figure 4: Circuit diagram
representing the wiring of Line N.
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ing mechanism. The sponge is 1 cm thick and is placed 3
cm above the upstream with regard to the cathodes to facilitate a laminar ﬂow at the pixel generation part. To drain
the water, slits are implemented in the opposite wall of the
water channel to the part where the water tube is inserted
(see Figure 3). As the slits do not reach the bottom of the
channel box, their lower ends are maintained the water inside the channel box, and the surface of the water drains
out of the channel primarily. We used the slits to minimize
the effect of surface tension, aiming to generate a constant
ﬂow over the channel. We placed 15 slits at 4 mm intervals;
the size of each slit is 1.0×2.6 cm.
To generate bubbles by electrolysis, we set a common anode and cathodes, an electrolytic solution, and a circuit
to regulate the timing of electrolysis. A copper plate with
15×6.2 cm is used for the common anode. Seven cathodes
are arranged in a row at the bottom of the water channel.
The off-the-shelf gold-plated pin header parts were used
for the cathodes, as we considered that the pillar shape of
the pin header parts would help bubbles rising up toward
the water surface. The interval between the cathodes is
7.6 mm. Similar to our previous study [7], coffee is used as
the electrolytic solution; we used instant coffee with sodium
bicarbonate added to promote an electrical ﬂow and with
cornstarch added to provide sufﬁcient viscosity to avoid diffusion of bubbles. However, the amount of cornstarch is
larger than that used in the previous study setup. Speciﬁcally, we used instant coffee, including 16 g/L coffee powder
together with a 0.4 % concentration of sodium bicarbonate
and 2.4 g/L of cornstarch, as a higher viscosity is required
to hold pixels with bubbles in the presence of the ﬂow.
Figure 4 shows the circuit diagram employed in the UTAKATA.
Here, seven pixel electrodes are connected to an Arduino
Uno microcontroller board via a metal-oxide-semiconductor

ﬁeld effect transistor (MOSFET). The gate of MOSFET is
connected to the Arduino board, the source is connected
to the ground, and the drain is attached to the pixel electrode. When the Arduino activates several MOSFETs, the
corresponding pixel electrode is connected to the ground.
Subsequently, the electrode functions as a cathode for electrolysis, and hydrogen is generated from the electrode. As
shown in Figure 4 (b), the positive output of DC power supply is connected to the common anode, and the negative
output is connected to the common ground.

Technical Evaluation and Discussion
In Figure 1, it is shown that UTAKATA displays the text
“CHI.” The current applied to each electrode was approximately 20 mA, and the depth of the liquid was 3 cm. To
realize a clear dot display on the water surface, the position
of the pin header parts (cathodes) was adjusted above the
bottom so that the distance between the tips of the cathodes and the water surface was approximately 0.5 cm. The
interval between pixels is 7.6 mm (approximately 3 dpi). As
the pixel size is around 6 mm in diameter, a higher resolution is still possible to achieve in the current conﬁguration.
Figure 5 shows the transition of the bubble character due to
the ﬂow. In the present implementation, up to three characters could be visible simultaneously. However, the ﬁrst bubble character to appear has been shed and diffused considerably. This is because the surface ﬂow at the downstream
is faster than the one at the upstream because of the continuity equation of ﬂuid dynamics. In the downstream, as the
liquid near the bottom of the vessel is blocked by the wall
without slits, the surface ﬂow becomes relatively faster. Another type of distortion was caused by a faster ﬂow of the
central bubbles compared with other ﬂows. We consider
that this may be caused by the friction between the inner
wall of the water channel and the liquid. The actual speeds
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of the central bubbles was 7.6 mm/s at the top of the cathodes in which bubbles have been generated and 21 mm/s
at the downstream part where the ﬂow was fast. These distortions caused by the different surface ﬂow speeds could
be improved by redesigning the end wall with slits or using
longer and wider water channels.
We measured the black-to-light-gray (BTG) response time
of UTAKATA, which is the time between the moment of the
energization of electrodes and the appearance of pixel bubbles. One of the electrodes was activated with a 20 mA current, and the bubble pixel was video recorded. Then, the
time lapse between black and 80% of the maximum lightness was measured by analyzing the video. The obtained
result was approximately 1 s, which was shorter than the
one obtained in our previous device, BubBowl [7]. Shorter
BTG is required in the UTAKATA conﬁguration in the case
when pixels tend to be distorted due to the ﬂowing water.

Conclusion
In this study, we proposed UTAKATA, a ﬂoating electrolysis
bubble display system. Using this device, we improved the
refresh speed of the previous electrolysis bubble display
and enabled a new experience in the ﬁeld of EUIs.

Figure 5: Transition of the bubble
display of “CHI.” (a) The word “C” is
displayed; (b) then, “CH” is
displayed; (c) ﬁnally, “CHI” is
displayed on the water surface.

Future work will be focused on improving the distortion of
the display and pixel brightness. We plan to test the various water channel sizes, slit designs, electrolytic solutions,
and ﬂow speeds to optimize the proposed display system
parameters.
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